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INC: INK CONSUMPTION FORECASTING DURING PANDEMIC USING DEEP LEARNING A

Ink Consumption Forecasting during Pandemic using Deep
Learning Approach
A novel methodology is designed to forecast ink usage for following 2 months from multivariable time
series data. Proposed approach also incorporates the impact of unprecedented events such as
COVID pandemic. It uses Deep Learning Encoder Decoder model for identifying the seasonality,
trend and sudden changepoints in multivariate time series.
The solution proposed is helpful for all kinds of forecasting. Specifically for supply chain division there
are 3 domains for optimal forecasting as given below:
1. Streamlining of the inventory management system
2. Ink Production Optimization
3. Revenue and Sales Prediction
Region level ink forecasting consists of two phases: First phase is to forecast ink usage for individual
country to make the predictions more precise in terms of region and demographic specificity. Second
phase is to aggregate the country level predictions at region level by taking weighted average.
Weights are calculated in accordance with the proportion of printers in a country within a region.
Forecasting methodology consists of two models: a.) Mobility Forecasting Model b.) Ink Forecasting
Model. And solution is implemented for 45 countries having 3 time series input namely 1) Historical
Ink Usage Data 2) COVID Infection and Recovery Data 3) Mobility Data.

Mobility Forecasting Model: Model 1 (Figure1)
Input to Model 1 is past six weeks data as sequence of Mobility, Stringency and COVID Infection
Cases. And output is coming eight weeks data as sequence of Mobility & Stringency.

Ink Forecasting Model: Model 2 (Figure1)
Input to Model2 is past six weeks data as sequence of Mobility, Stringency, COVID Infection Cases
and Ink Usage. And output is coming eight weeks Ink Usage Data. Attention mechanism is employed
in Model2 to learn the importance of the input features to make informed prediction and add explain
ability to the ink forecasting.

Model 1

Model 2

Figure 1: Model1 and Model2 Architecture
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Solution proposed above has many advantages and new functionalities as compared to available time
series forecasting models, some of the importance ones are described here. Approach proposed here
can handle multivariate time series data, which is not feasible with traditional machine learning
techniques.
Although the prophet model has capability to handle multiple time series data, but it requires at least
one-year historical data to generate the forecast, which is not feasible in times of unprecedented
events such as COVID. But proposed method doesn’t have any minimum or maximum requirement
on the data side.
Traditional time series modelling approaches require extensive feature engineering, which is not
required in proposed method. As proposed solution reckon with the feature importance and extract
the maximum relevant information from all the provided features without any external manipulations.
We have implemented the proposed solution on Ink Usage data from January’2020 to August’2020
and got 65% accuracy on out of time validation data from September’2020 to October’2020.Below are
the results for Latin America and Greater Asia region:

Figure 2: Ink Forecasting Results for Latin America (left plot) and Greater Asia (right plot). Data points after red
line are out of time validation weeks. Black stars are actual ink usage value in a particular week. Dotted blue line
denotes the predicted average ink usage, and blue shaded area defines the range of ink usage prediction in a
week.
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